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Goal: train a ML model with “privacy”
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Goal: train a ML model with “privacy”
Ø what does this mean?
Ø how can we achieve this?
Ø do existing defenses work?
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Goal: train a ML model with “privacy”
Ø what does this mean?

data secrecy

sees all your data
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Goal: train a ML model with “privacy”
Ø what does this mean?
Ø how can we achieve this?

CS355!

data secrecy
federated ML + MPC, FHE, ...

slow &
expensive
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Goal: train a ML model with “privacy”
Ø what does this mean?
Ø how (else) could we achieve this?

data secrecy
learning on “encoded” data
[Huang et al. ‘20], [Raynal et al. ‘20], [Yala et al. ‘21, ‘22], ...

encoded data should
preserve privacy...

...but enable learning
“in the clear”
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If an encoding lets you learn, it cannot be private
Is Private Learning Possible with Instance Encoding? IEEE Security & Privacy 2021

Accurate model for e.g., sentiment analysis
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Accurate model for e.g., sentiment analysis
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If an encoding lets you learn, it cannot be private
Is Private Learning Possible with Instance Encoding? IEEE Security & Privacy 2021

Accurate model for e.g., sentiment analysis

...this message is very negative...
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If an encoding lets you learn, it cannot be private
Is Private Learning Possible with Instance Encoding? IEEE Security & Privacy 2021

Accurate model for e.g., sentiment analysis

...these messages are very similar...

Clearly the encodings leak something
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What do existing encodings leak?
Example: InstaHide [Huang et al. ICML ’20]
private data

learning still works!

public data

Mixup +
color flips
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What do existing encodings leak?
Example: InstaHide [Huang et al. ICML ’20]
private data

learning still works!

public data

Mixup +
color flips
pixel-wise
absolute value
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What do existing encodings leak?
Full reconstruction attack:

...these encodings are similar...

...
multiple encodings of the same private image
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Goal: train a ML model with “privacy”
Ø what does this mean?
Ø how (else) could we achieve this?

data secrecy
learning on “encoded” data
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Goal: train a ML model with “privacy”
Ø what does this mean?
Ø how can we achieve this?

data secrecy
federated ML + MPC, FHE, ...

slow &
expensive
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Is data secrecy sufficient?
No! The ideal functionality
itself could be non-private
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Does this actually happen?
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YES. This actually happens!

“Extracting training data from large language models”. USENIX Security 2021

random input
OpenAI’s language model
trained on text from 8 million
web pages
someone’s contact information
output by the model
(redacted for privacy)
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What’s a language model?

...
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What’s a language model?
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How do we extract memorized text?
1. Generate lots of text!

(black-box access to the model is enough!)

2. Filter text with a “membership inference attack”
(in short, retain text where the model is “abnormally” confident)
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Step 1: Prompt the model on random inputs
A federal appeals court on Wednesday struck down Texas' voter-ID law, which the Supreme Court had blocked last year. The ruling could potentially affect the upcoming elections in a number of states. Here's what you need to know about the ruling. (Claritza
Jimenez/The Washington Post) A federal appeals court on Wednesday struck down Texas' voter-ID law, which the Supreme Court had blocked last year. The ruling could potentially affect the upcoming elections in a number of states. Here's what you need to know
about the ruling. (Claritza Jimenez/The Washington Post) A federal appeals court on Wednesday struck down Texas' voter-ID law, which the Supreme Court had blocked last year. The ruling could potentially affect the upcoming elections in a number of states.
Here's what you need to know about the ruling. (Claritza Jimenez/The Washington Post) The Supreme Court on Tuesday dealt a major setback to Texas — and to Republican efforts to restrict the vote — by gutting the law that the high court had upheld last year. In
doing so, the justices left in place one provision of the law — a requirement that voters show one of seven acceptable forms of photo identification at the polls to castRails in the Garden - VR MMO Heaven Forest NIGHTS Heaven Island - VR MMO Heaven Island Life
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least $12.50) when you sign-up. Here are the details for this month's box: Birchbox October 2016 Box – $45 Value Check out our Birchbox reviews to learn more about this monthly beauty subscription box! Liz is the founder of My Subscription Addiction. She's been
hooked on subscription boxes since 2011 thanks to BirchFormer top American financial regulation lawmaker Mary Ferguson could offer crucial leadership services moving Democratic-only Pennsylvania through unchidden regulatory turmoil facing states reeling. She
can also help Democrats in Congress who are struggling to defend a number of seats they won in 2010, including the seat held by Sen. Bob Casey Robert (Bob) Patrick CaseyDems hold edge in Rust Belt Senate races: poll Malnutrition Awareness Week spotlights
the importance of national nutrition programs Poll: Democrats hold big leads in Pennsylvania Senate, governor races MORE (D). ADVERTISEMENT The two are the most endangered Democrats in the House. Casey, who is facing a tough race to keep his seat,
could be a prime target for Republicans, who have been trying to unseat him ever since he was appointed in 2011. His district is one of 10 in Pennsylvania with a GOP majority. Ferguson, a former member of the House Financial Services Committee, has been a
leader of the opposition to the Dodd-Frank financial reform law. She recently announced her candidacy for Senate, and could help Senate Democrats win back the seat held by Sen. Scott Brown Scott Eric TrumpAvenatti: Third Kavanaugh accuser will prove credible
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Step 2: Find memorized text
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Jimenez/The Washington Post) A federal appeals court on Wednesday struck down Texas' voter-ID law, which the Supreme Court had blocked last year. The ruling could potentially affect the upcoming elections in a number of states. Here's what you need to know
about the ruling. (Claritza Jimenez/The Washington Post) A federal appeals court on Wednesday struck down Texas' voter-ID law, which the Supreme Court had blocked last year. The ruling could potentially affect the upcoming elections in a number of states.
Here's what you need to know about the ruling. (Claritza Jimenez/The Washington Post) The Supreme Court on Tuesday dealt a major setback to Texas — and to Republican efforts to restrict the vote — by gutting the law that the high court had upheld last year. In
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Have language models gotten too big?
Ø GPT2 model size = ~6 GB
Ø English Wikipedia = ~10 GB (compressed)
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Have language models gotten too big?
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Have language models gotten too big?
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prompt

GPT3 output

“Does GPT-2 Know Your Phone Number?” Wallace et al. 2021
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Goal: train a ML model with “privacy”
Ø what does this mean?

no training data leakage
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Goal: train a ML model with “privacy”
Ø what does this mean?
Ø how can we achieve this?

no training data leakage
differential privacy
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Goal: train a ML model with “privacy”
Ø what does this mean?
Ø how can we achieve this?

no training data leakage
differential privacy

intuition: randomized training algorithm is not influenced (too
much) by any individual data point
for any two datasets that
differ in a single element

Pr[𝐴train
Pr[𝐴train

=
=

]
!
≤𝑒
]
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How? Noisy Gradient Descent
gradient descent
(SGD)
private gradient descent
(DP-SGD)

add noise to
guarantee DP

Chaudhuri et al., ’11; Bassily et al. ’14;
Shokri & Shmatikov ’15; Abadi et al. ’16
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Provable Privacy for 98% accuracy on MNIST
Proof-of-concept with few optimizations
(Shokri & Shmatikov, 2015)
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Provable Privacy for ≈98% accuracy on MNIST
Tighter privacy analysis
(Abadi et al., 2016)
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Provable Privacy for ≈98% accuracy on MNIST

Better model architectures
(Papernot et al., 2020)
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Provable Privacy for ≈98% accuracy on MNIST

Better features
(T & Boneh, 2021)
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Provable Privacy for ≈98% accuracy on MNIST

New algorithm

𝒆𝜺 ≈ 1.08 (!!!)
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Provable Privacy for ≈98% accuracy on MNIST

Is this claim
correct?
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How to check a privacy claim?
Ø Check the proof
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How to check a privacy claim?
Ø Check the proof
Ø Check the code
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How to check a privacy claim?
Ø Check the proof
Ø Check the code
Ø Launch an attack!
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Auditing Differential Privacy with Attacks
Jagielski et al. 2020, Nasr et al. 2021, Carlini et al. (forthcoming)

Pr[𝐴train
Pr[𝐴train

=
=

]
!
≤𝑒
]

let’s estimate this!
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Auditing Differential Privacy with Attacks
Jagielski et al. 2020, Nasr et al. 2021

Adversary

Challenger
D0 =
D1 =
flip a bit b

𝑓 = 𝐴train Db

Adversary’s success rate → lower bound on 𝜺

output guess b!
#=𝐛
Adv wins if 𝒃
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Repeat the game 100’000 times...
Train on D0
Train on D1

𝒆𝜺 > 𝟏𝟔
(claim was 𝑒𝜀 ≤ 1.08)

Model loss on D0 ∖ D1
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Conclusion
Ø Machine learning is not private “by default”!
Ø Without (strong) cryptography, you must trust someone with your data
Ø Trained models leak rare training data

Ø Solutions exist but have limitations!
Ø Secure decentralized learning has high performance overhead
Ø Strong differential privacy harms model accuracy
Ø Privacy guarantees must be rigorously defined and audited!

Thank you!
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Scaling laws for memorization
“Quantifying Memorization Across Neural Language Models”. 2022

Scaling laws for memorization

?

“Quantifying Memorization Across Neural Language Models”. 2022
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